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ANIMALS HELPING ANIMALS

Level 4

Hunting Dogs video (Book pages 8–9)
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While the other wild dogs go out to hunt, one adult stays behind to look after
the babies.
But there is a big rock python near, and it is looking for food.
It can easily catch one of the baby dogs if it can get close enough.
The adult dog has seen the snake and tries to chase it away.
But the snake goes into the dogs’ burrow.
So now the adult must take the babies to find a new, safer burrow before it gets
dark.
The babies follow the adult on a dangerous journey across the open grass.

Meerkats video (Book pages 10–11)
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Meerkats work together as a big mob to stay safe.
But there is always one female meerkat in charge. She will decide where to eat,
where to sleep and what to do when things get dangerous.
One meerkat must always be on look-out to keep the mob safe.
The meerkat goes to a high place, from where it can watch the mob and see any
predators coming.
The place must be high because predators can come from the ground or the sky.
It’s a very important job!

Clownfish video (Book pages 24–25)
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These clownfish live in a sea anemone.
In return for a safe place to live, they keep it clean, and take away anything
that should not be there.
This male clownfish is looking for a safe place for the female to lay her eggs.
She needs somewhere solid.
He tries to move a shell, but it is too heavy – there is a hermit crab inside.
Then he finds an old plastic bottle.
But it is too light.
Finally, he finds a coconut shell. It looks just right.
But he needs help to move it.
The male and the female work together,
and take the coconut shell back to the sea anemone.
Now there’s a safe place for the eggs.
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